


Tree of Life Bundle 
(recommended for children 6 to 12 years of age) 

Contents of Tree of Life Bundle: 
• Tree of Life Box (lidded box with compartments and dividers to store all of the 

parts of your Tree of Life)  

• 69 wooden leaves (with illustrations of species) 
• 20 wooden tree parts (trunk and branches with the classifications) 

• 108 fact file cards with wooden box (Fact file cards are numbered on the back 
in order of presentation and the numbers on the front correspond to the 
number of the leaf as you build the Tree of Life. The fact file wooden storage 
box has 5 slots, one for each presentation with fact file cards outlined below, to 
help you keep the cards organized as you work through them. You can store 
the cards in these sections as you work through the deck - Second 
Presentation: Prokaryotes 1-5, Third Presentation: Protists 6-12, Fourth 
Presentation: Fungi 13-19, Fifth Presentation: Plants 20-37, Sixth 
Presentation: Animals 38-108. ) 

• Tree of Life Mat (4 x 3’ vinyl mat printed with the control chart to build the 
Tree of Life) 

• Guide to Presentation  

• Research Master (available for download from the A - Z PDF Library on our 
website: wasecabiomes.org) 
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Introduction 

The Tree of Life from Waseca Biomes is designed to provide a hands-on experience of building 
the classification of lifeforms. The branches reflect the evolution of life on Earth beginning with 
the single-celled prokaryotes without a nucleus and ending with the chordates possessing a 
brain. The leaves illustrate examples of the lifeforms (species) these branches yield. The fact file 
cards provide guidance and detail as you work your way through the levels of classification 
(they are numbered on the back for order of presentation and cards featuring a leaf have a 
number on the front that corresponds to that leaf’s placement on the Tree of Life). As you build 
the Tree of Life, you will also be mapping the classifications with the fact file cards and 
creating another visual demonstration of the relationships of living things. These cards can be 
easily stored by kingdom in the wooden box  for reference and shelf work as you and your 
students progress through building the Tree of Life.  

The scientific community is in the process of reorganizing the classification of life with the 
advent of DNA information. In light of their discoveries, scientists are turning away from the 
five kingdoms. Hence, we do not label Monera and Protista as kingdoms. Similarly, many 
groups that we have traditionally called phylums, such as Coelenterata, are no longer 
considered to be phylums. So, we identify Ctenophores and Cnidarians as separate phylums. 
In places where classifications are outdated, but still helpful, we refer to them as “groups.” We 
appreciate the help of Priscilla Spears, PhD and science consultant, in making our way 
through the controversy and checking our facts. We will try to stay abreast of future 
developments and publish new versions of the cards when necessary. We want to be as 
accurate as possible. However, as this work is designed for a child’s understanding, we do 
generalize to some extent in order to enhance understanding and avoid too much distracting 
detail. 

This guide outlines six presentations to help you and your students build the Tree of Life. As 
you progress through the presentations, they will be covering increasingly complex lifeforms. 
Please keep in mind that these presentations are a general guideline and you should feel free to 
break the presentations down into as many lessons as you would like. There are suggestions 
for extensions of the presentations where relevant. Some of these extensions might work best 
for your group at a break point mid-presentation. For example, chordates is a phylum rich 
with information that works beautifully with integrating further curriculum (say, a whole 
section dedicated to research on fish or mammals). We greatly encourage you to build the Tree 
of Life to that point, then break to endeavor into further study and return as you move onto the 
next classification. 

The opportunity to build this work on the floor many times will develop a mental map of the 
relationships of living things. We hope the children will also come to appreciate the incredible 
diversity of life on Earth and the myriad ways in which it has evolved over millions of years. 
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First Presentation: Overview 

You will need: Tree of Life leaves, fact file cards, large mat. 
Purpose: To develop the concept of grouping lifeforms into classifications by recognizing 
similarities and differences. To familiarize the children with the kingdoms and the Tree of Life 
cards and leaves. 

1. Take out the leaves and lay them out on a mat. Have the children identify the animals 
that they know. 

2. Ask them to sort the leaves by plant and animal. Some may not seem to fit into these 
two groups.  

3. Identify the leaves with lifeforms that do not fit into plant or animal classification.* You 
may need to take them from the plant or animal sorting to create new groups. Talk 
about why they don’t fit those classifications as you do so. 

4. Identify the Prokaryotes and discuss their characteristics (you can refer to the fact file 
cards with the children for information). Discuss how they were the first life to evolve in 
the oceans. Talk about their role in the web of life in the present day. 

5. Identify the Protists. Discuss their characteristics and how they are different from the 
Prokaryotes. 

6. Identify the Fungi. Discuss how they are different from Protists and how they differ from 
Plants. 

7. Ask the children about the characteristics of plants and animals. 
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* There are 2 Prokaryote, 3 Protist, 3 Fungi, 11 plant, and 50 animal leaves in the Tree of Life. The leaves are not 
numbered on the back, but they can be referenced in the fact file cards. Fact file cards: Prokaryote 1-5, Protist 
6-12, Fungi 13-19, Plantae 20-37, Animalia 38-108.
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Second Presentation: Prokaryotes 

You will need: Tree of Life leaves, Tree of Life tree parts, fact file cards*, Tree of Life Mat, 3 
large mats. 
Purpose: To familiarize the children with the simplest forms of life and build a base of 
knowledge for the increasing cellular complexity that will appear with each branch in the Tree 
of Life. To begin to build the Tree of Life. 

1. Lay the leaves out on the first mat. 
2. Take out the fact file cards and point out the numbers on the back of the cards that put 

them in order. 
3. Take out the tree parts and announce to the children that they are going to build the 

Tree of Life. Place them on the second mat 
4. Take out the Tree of Life Mat. Show how the cards with the leaf pictures have numbers 

on the front. The numbers correspond to the leaves on the Tree of Life Mat and show 
their place on the tree. Take a random card with a leaf, find the matching wooden leaf 
and find its place on the Tree of Life Mat. 

5. Discuss how a tree grows from a seed. That first seed of life was the prokaryotes. The 
whole Tree of Life comes from that first seed. Find the trunk that is labeled Prokaryotes. 
Place it at the bottom and center of the mat. The Tree of Life has grown over billions of 
years and the trunk of the tree is the Prokaryotes.  

6. Take the first card from the fact file about Prokaryotes. Read it, or have the children 
read it, and place it at the top of the workspace on the third mat.  

7. Take out the next card about Archaea. Note that the card has the name Prokaryote at 
the top and a new name under it. Explain that this means that it is a branch off of 
Prokaryotes. Read the card and place it under the Prokaryote card and to the left. 
Note how the trunk of the Prokaryotes tree piece has a branch with two branches at the 
end. One of them is Archaea. 

8. Take out the next card about Euryarchaeota. Show the card and invite a child to find 
the matching leaf. Explain that the Euryarchaeota is a paticular species of Archaea. 
There might be as many as 300,000 different species. This is just one example. Look at 
the Tree of Life Mat to see where leaf #1 goes. Invite the child to place it at the end of 
the branch. Place the card directly under the Archaea card. 

9. The next card, Bacteria, is the second branch of Prokaryotes. Read the card and place 
it under the Prokaryotes card and to the right. Discuss how bacteria can be both helpful 
and harmful to humans, but we cannot not live without it. 

10. The fifth card, Cyanobacteria, is read and placed under Bacteria. Find the leaf to 
match and place it at the end of the second branch. Discuss how Cyanobacteria is a 
large part of the plankton in the ocean and the basis of the food chain there. 

11. The lesson can be concluded at this point and the cards put away in order. If you 
choose to go on to the next presentation, put the cards used in order and place them 
in a stack (or in the storage box). Explain again that the numbers on the back show the 
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* There are 108 fact file cards that come with the Tree of Life and a wooden box for fact file storage. The wooden 
box has 5 slots, one for each presentation with fact file cards, to help you keep the cards organized as you work 
through them. You can store the cards in these sections as you work through the deck. This presentation will 
specifically use cards 1-5.



order of the cards. Note how many cards are in the fact file and what a chore it could 
be to reorganize them if they got mixed up. 
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Third Presentation: Protists 

You will need: Tree of Life leaves, Tree of Life tree parts, fact file cards*, Tree of Life Mat, 3 
large mats. 
Purpose: To review Prokaryotes and explore the diversity of Protists. To continue building the 
Tree of Life.  

1. Lay out the leaves and tree pieces on separate mats. 
2. Briefly review the Second Presentation: Prokaryotes by building the tree using the 

Prokaryotes trunk and the leaves that branch off of it. Review the names and turn the 
cards over in a stack or put them in the fact file storage box (cards 1-5). 

3. Consult the Tree of Life Mat to see what comes after Prokaryotes. Find the branch 
labeled Protists and place it on the tree above the trunk. Read the card about Protists 
and place it at the top of the third mat. Discuss the differences between Protists and 
Prokaryotes. 

4. Note the three branches at the end of the Protists branch. Read the next card about 
Algae. Place it under the Protists card as shown.  

5. Take out the next card about Diatom. Show the card and invite a child to find the 
matching leaf. Explain that the Diatom is a particular species of Algae. There are more 
species of Diatoms than of any other Algae. Look at the Tree of Life Mat to see where 
leaf #3 goes. Invite the child to place it at the end of the branch. Place the card 
directly under the Algae card. (Extension: Find algae growing in a pond or bring it into 
the classroom. Explain that you are looking at a colony of single-celled algae.) 

6. Read the card about Protozoa and place it as shown. Read the card about 
paramecium and place it under the Protozoa card. Find the matching leaf and its 
place on the Tree of Life Mat. Put it at the end of the correct branch. (Extension: 
Research to find other pictures of Protozoa and their variations of flagellum. Get a 
microscope, if possible, and view live specimens.) 

7. Read the card about slime molds and place it as shown. Read the card about the 
many-headed slime mold and place it under the slime mold card. Find the matching 
leaf and put it at the end of the correct branch on the Tree of Life Mat. (Extension: 
Research to find out about experiments that scientists did with slime molds in a maze: 
http://io9.com/5950984/why-slime-molds-can-solve-mazes-better-than-robots.)  

8. The lesson can be concluded at this point and the cards put away in order. It is always 
a good idea to stop a lesson before the children want you to. It leaves them wanting to 
learn more and to move on to the next branch. It is important to let them explore each 
kingdom and grasp the importance of each branch building in complexity from the 
prior. If you choose to go on to the next presentation, put the cards used in order and 
turn them over in a stack on top of the previous stack of Prokaryotes (or in the storage 
box). 
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* This presentation will review cards 1-5 and focus on cards 6-12. 

http://io9.com/5950984/why-slime-molds-can-solve-mazes-better-than-robots
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Fourth Presentation: Fungi 

You will need: Tree of Life leaves, Tree of Life tree parts, fact file cards*, Tree of Life Mat, 3 
large mats. 
Purpose: To review Prokaryotes and Protists and learn about Fungi. To continue building the 
Tree of Life. 

1. Lay out the leaves and tree pieces on separate mats. 
2. Build the tree using the Prokaryotes trunk and the leaves that branch off of it. Build the 

Protists branch with the leaves. Review the names and turn the cards over in a stack or 
put them in the fact file storage box (cards 1-12). 

3. Consult the Tree of Life Mat to see what comes after Protists. Find the branch labeled 
Fungi and place it on the tree connected to the Protists branch. Read the card about 
Fungi and place it at the top of the third mat. Discuss the similarities and differences 
between Fungi and Protists. 

4. Note the three branches at the end of the Fungi branch. Read the next card about 
Zygomycota. Place it under the Fungi card and to the left.  

5. Take out the next card for bread mold. Show the card and invite a child to find the 
matching leaf. Explain that the bread mold is a paticular species of Zygomycota. Look 
at the Tree of Life Mat to see where leaf #6 goes. Invite the child to place it at the end 
of the branch. Place the card directly under the Zygomycota card. (Extension: Put out a 
piece of bread out and see what grows over the next several days; www.wikihow.com/
Make-Mold-Grow-on-Bread  provides helpful instructions.) 

6. Read the card about Ascomycota and place it as shown to the right. Read the card 
about reindeer lichen and place it under the Ascomycota card. Find the matching 
leaf and its place on the Tree of Life Mat. Put it at the end of the correct branch. 
(Extension: Find lichen specimens and bring them into the classroom. Look at them 
with a magnifying glass.) 

7. Read the card about Basidiomycota and place it as shown. Read the card about fly 
amanita and place it as shown. Find the matching leaf and its place on the Tree of Life 
Mat. Put it at the end of the correct branch. (Extension: Get a field guide about 
mushrooms and look at the diversity of fungi growing in your area. Go into the field 
looking for mushrooms.) 

8. The lesson can be concluded at this point and the cards put away in order. If you 
choose to go on to the next presentation, put the cards used in order and turn them 
over in a stack on top of the previous stack of Protists (or in the storage box). 

9. You may wish to put the Tree of Life out on the shelf for the children to practice building. 
You may want to limit it to the Fungi, Protists, and Prokaryotes. 
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* This presentation will review cards 1-12 and focus on cards 13-19.
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Fifth Presentation: Plants 

You will need: Tree of Life leaves, Tree of Life tree parts, fact file cards*, Tree of Life Mat, 3 
large mats, a fern, a collection of seeds (including a pine cone), monocots and dicots to sort 
(either actual plants or pictures). 
Purpose: To review Prokaryotes, Protists, and Fungi to continue to build a knowledge base 
about the classifications of living things. To learn about the diverse kingdom of Plantae and 
continue building the Tree of Life.  

1. Lay out the leaves and tree pieces on separate mats. 
2. Build the tree using the Prokaryotes trunk and the leaves that branch off of it. Build the 

Protists branch with the leaves. Next, build the Fungi branch with its leaves. Review the 
names and turn the cards over in a stack or put them in the fact file storage box (cards 
1-19). 

3. Ask the children what kingdom they think would come next: plants or animals? What 
looks more like Fungi: plants or animals? What would come first in evolution? Can 
animals survive without plants? Why not?  

4. Find the branch labeled Plants and place it on the tree connected to the Protists 
branch. Read the card about Plantae and place it at the top of the third mat. Discuss 
the similarities and differences between Fungi and Plants. 

5. Look at the Tree of Life Mat and find the first branch off of the Plants branch. Talk about 
how plants first evolved on land seeking more sunlight. They first adapted to moist 
environments. They did not have roots and tiny tubes inside to carry water to the leaves. 
They had to get their moisture from the air. They are called Bryophytes (or non-vascular 
plants). Read the Bryophyte card and place it under the Plants card to the left. Attach 
the Bryophyte branch to the Plants branch. Notice the three branches at the end.  

6. Take out the next card for the common liverwort. Show the card and invite a child to 
find the matching leaf. Explain that the common liverwort is a particular species of 
Bryophyte. Look at the Tree of Life Mat to see where leaf #9 goes. Invite the child to 
place it at the end of the branch. Place the card directly under the Bryophyte card. 
Repeat the same steps for leaves #10 and #11, placing the cards under the common 
liverwort. (Extension: Try to find Bryophyte specimens to bring into the classroom. Note 
that although they may have surfaces that look like leaves and roots, they can only 
absorb water from the surface.) 

7. Look at the Tree of Life Mat to see where Tracheophyte branches off of the Plants 
branch. Discuss the fact that as plants evolved away from water they needed to be 
able to absorb water from the ground where it was moist and transport the water to the 
leaves through the stems. Read the card about Tracheophyte and place it under the 
Plants card to the far right. Find the tree piece for the Tracheophyte and attach it to the 
Plants branch. 

8. Look at the Tree of Life Mat and see where the Tracheophyte branch divides into two 
branches. Discuss how some vascular plants produce seeds and some produce 
spores. Show the fern and the spores on its underside. The first to evolve were the 
Pterophytes. They produce spores, but they still need a moist environment to 
reproduce. Read the card for Pterophyte and place it to the left under the 
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* This presentation will review cards 1-19 and focus on cards 20-37. 



Tracheophyte card. Find the Pterophyte branch and attach it to the Tracheophyte  
branch on the Tree of Life Mat. Notice the three branches at the end of the limb. 

9. Take out the next card for horsetail. Show the card and invite a child to find the 
matching leaf. Explain that the horsetail is a particular species of Pterophyte, a vascular 
plant that produces spores. Look at the Tree of Life Mat to see where leaf #12 goes. 
Invite the child to place it at the end of the branch. Place the card directly under the 
Pterophyte card. Repeat the same steps for leaves #13 and #14. (Extension: Try to find 
specimens to bring into the classroom. Look for spores. If you keep these plants in the 
classroom, they will need to be misted with water.) 

10. Look at the Tree of Life Mat and see where the Tracheophyte branch splits into two 
branches. The next plants to evolve were the Spermatophyte that produce seeds. They 
did not need moisture to reproduce. Read the card for Spermatophyte and place it to 
the right under the Tracheophyte card. Find the Spermatophyte branch and attach it to 
the Tracheophyte branch. Notice the two branches on the Spermatophyte limb. One is 
labeled Gymnosperm and the other Angiosperm. Show the students the collection of 
seeds (including a pine cone). Pass the seeds around. 

11. Read the Gymnosperm card and place it under the Spermatophyte card and to the 
left. Discuss that this group has seeds that are in a cone. At the end of this branch are 
three branches. Read the cards for leaves #15, #16, and #17 and place the leaves at 
the end of the branches. 

12. Read the Angiosperm card and place it under the Spermatophyte card and to the 
right. Discuss that this group has seeds that are protected by a seed coat. At the end of 
the branch are two branches. Read the cards for leaves #18 and #19 and place the 
leaves at the end of the branches. Discuss the difference between monocots and 
dicots. Sort the monocots and dicot plant samples (or pictures thereof).  

13. The lesson can be concluded at this point and the cards put away in order. If you 
choose to go on to the next presentation, put the cards used in order and turn them 
over in a stack on top of the previous stack of Fungi (or in the storage box). 

14. You may wish to put the Tree of Life out on the shelf for the children to practice 
building. You may want to limit it to the Plants, Fungi, Protists, and Prokaryotes.  

Extension: 

• Have the children make pressings of plants that they can find (or pictures of those that 
they can’t) to arrange on a chart with labels as shown in the illustration for the fact file 
card layout. 
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Sixth Presentation: Animals 

This presentation covers a large amount of information and could be quite long (covers cards 38-108 
and 50 of the leaves). As mentioned previously, you may want to break the presentation down into 
different sittings for time purposes and to incorporate related lessons from your curriculum at many of 
the steps.  Suggestions for breaking points will be noted with dashes ( - -).  

You will need: Tree of Life leaves, Tree of Life tree parts, fact file cards*, Tree of Life Mat, 3 
large mats, natural sponge. 
Purpose: To review the first four kingdoms in the Tree of Life. To learn about the diverse kingdom 
of Animalia and complete building the Tree of Life. 

1. Lay out the leaves and tree pieces on separate mats. 
2. Have the children build the tree as they have learned from all of the previous 

presentations in preparation for this new lesson (reviewing cards 1-37 as needed).  
3. Find the branch labeled Animals and place it on the tree connected to the Protists 

branch. Read the card about Kingdom Animalia and place it at the top of a third mat. 
Discuss the similarities and differences between Animals and Plants.  

4. Look at the Tree of Life Mat and find the first branch off of the Animals branch. Talk 
about how Animals first evolved in the ocean. Read the Porifera card and place it 
under the Animals card to the far left (see the diagram for Animals on next page). 
Place the Sponge branch accordingly. 

5. Take out the next card for the tube sponge. Show the card and invite a child to find the 
matching leaf. Explain that the tube sponge is a particular species of Porifera. Look at 
the Tree of Life Mat to see where leaf #20 goes. Invite the child to place it at the end of 
the branch. Place the card directly under the Porifera card. Pass the natural sponge 
around and have the children examine its texture. 

6. Look at the Tree of Life Mat and see where Ctenophore branches off of the Animals 
branch. Read the card about Ctenophora and place it under the Animals card just to 
the right of the last card. Note where the Ctenophore branch splits on the Animals 
branch. Take out the next card for comb jelly. Show the card and invite a child to find 
the matching leaf. Explain that the comb jelly is a particular species of Ctenophora. 
Look at the Tree of Life Mat to see where leaf #21 goes. Invite the child to place it at 
the end of the branch. Place the card directly under the Ctenophora card. (Extension: 
Find different examples of Ctenophora on the web.) 

7. Look at the Tree of Life Mat and see where the Cnidaria branch off of the Animals 
branch. Read the card about Cnidaria and place it under the Animals card just to the 
right of the Ctenophora card. Find the tree piece for the Cnidaria and attach it to the 
Animals branch on the Tree of Life Mat.  

8. Note that the Cnidarian branch has two branches at the end. Take out the next card 
for staghorn coral. Read the card and place it under the Cnidaria card. Find the leaf 
for staghorn coral and place it. Repeat the same steps for the next card, box jelly, 

 placing the card under the staghorn coral card and leaf #23 at the end of the    
 branch. 
9. Look at the Tree of Life Mat and see across from Cnidaria where a major limb comes 

off the Animals branch. It is labeled Flatworms and Rotifers. Find the limb in the pieces 
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and place it. Begin with Platyhelminthes (flatworm) and read the card (or have one of 
the children read it). Place it just to the right of the previous card as shown in the 
illustration. Find the branch labeled Flatworm. Read the card for Susan’s flatworm and 
place it under the Platyhelminth label. Find the leaf for Susan’s flatworm and place it by 
the branch labeled Flatworm. Repeat this process for Roundworm, Rotifera, and 
Annelida, placing the cards according to the illustration and the leaves according to 
the labels on the limb. 

- -  
10. On the Tree of Life Mat, notice how the large flatworms limb branches in two. Read the 

card about Mollusca and place it to the right of the Annelida card. Find the tree piece 
for the Mollusk and place it on the Tree of Life Mat. Notice how it divides into two 
branches. 

11. Take out the card for the common octopus. Read the card and place it under the 
Mollusk card. Find the leaf for common octopus and place it on the branch as shown 
on the Tree of Life Mat. Repeat the same procedure for the giant African land snail.  

12. Go back to the Tree of Life Mat to look at the second branch labeled Arthropod. After 
reading the card, place it to the right of the Mollusk card. Find the Arthropod branch in 
the tree pieces and place it on the tree. Point out the many branches that it has. Start 
with Crustacean. Read the card and place it under the Arthropod card to the left.  

 Read cards for leaves #30, #31, and #32 and place the leaves on the Crustacean.   
 Place the cards under the Crustacean card. 
13. Go to the next set of branches, Insects. Read the card for Insecta and place it to the 

right of the Crustacean card as shown in the illustration. Read the cards and place 
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leaves #33-36. (Extension: Use field guides to find other examples of each of the orders 
illustrated.) 

14. Read the card for Chilopoda and place it under Arthropod and to the right of Insecta. 
Read the card for centipede and place it under Chilopoda. Find leaf #37 and place it 
on the correct branch. 

15. Read the card for Arachnida and place it under Arthropod and to the right of 
Chilopoda. Read the card for six-spotted fishing spider and place it under Arachnida. 
Find leaf #38 and place it on the branch labeled Arachnid. Discuss the difference 
between insects and arachnids. That completes the Arthropod branch (you can 
reference the card layout in the provided diagram on page 18). 

- -  
16. Go back to the main trunk on the Tree of Life Mat and find Echinoderm. Read the card 

and place it to the right of Arthropod. Find the tree piece for that branch and place it 
on the tree. Note that the branch splits into two. Read the card for royal starfish. Find its 
leaf and place it in the correct location on the Tree of Life Mat. Read the card for sand 
dollar before finding its leaf and placing it on the branch.  

17. Look at the Tree of Life Mat above Echinoderm. Notice the label for Chordate. 
Chordata is the last phylum of Animals. It includes all vertebrates. Read the card for 
Chordata. Place it under the Animal card as shown in the layout on the following page. 

18. Ask the children what they think were the first Chordates to evolve? Read the fish card 
and place it under Chordata to the left. Find the branch and attach it to the trunk on 
the Tree of Life Mat. Read the cards for leaves #41-43 and attach the leaves to the 
branch. 

19. Talk about the first amphibians coming out onto land and how they still needed the 
water to develop their eggs. Read the amphibian card and place it under Chordata to 
the left. Find the branch and attach it to the trunk on the Tree of Life Mat. Read the 
cards for leaves #44-46 and attach the leaves to the branch. 

20. The next chordates to develop were the reptiles. They evolved to have eggs with a shell 
that held the water needed for the embryo to develop. Read the reptile card and 
place it under Chordata to the left. Find the branch and attach it to the trunk on the 
Tree of Life Mat. Read the cards for leaves #47-50 and attach the leaves to the 
branch. 

21. Look at the chart and notice where the next group, bird, attaches to the tree. Do the 
children know of any dinosaurs that looked a bit like birds? There is modern day 
evidence that birds and reptiles are related. The crocodilians are the only reptiles that 
care for their young and communicate with them by making special sounds. That is 
one of the reasons why the bird branch is next to the crocodilians. Can the children 
think of ways that birds and reptiles are the same? How are they different? Read the 
aves card and place it under Chordata to the left. Find the branch and place it on the  

 Tree of Life Mat. Read the cards for leaves #51-59 and attach the leaves to the    
 branches. 
22. The birds and the reptiles have water in their shells for the embryo to develop. 

Mammals evolved to use the water inside of the female’s body to develop the embryo. 
It is water that is very much like the ocean. Discuss ways in which birds and mammals 
are the same and ways they are different. Read the mammalia card and place it 
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under Chordata to the left. Find the branch and place it on the Tree of Life Mat. Read 
the cards for leaves #60-69 and attach the leaves to the branches. 

23. After the presentations, leave the work on the shelf for the children to construct on their 
own. They may not always read the cards, but what they are doing is creating a mental 
map of the relationships of the lifeforms on the tree. As guide, you can come by and 
ask questions that prompt them to go deeper. 

Extensions: 

• Children can choose a life form on the tree that they would like to research. You can 
feel free to use the research form provided or make your own. A pdf of this form is 
available on our website in the A - Z PDF Library.  

• Once the children have become familiar with the Tree of Life, challenge them to find 
other examples to replace the leaves on the tree with ones that they make themselves. 
For example, they might find another monocot to place at the end of the Plant 
branch. Use the research master provided available on our website in the A - Z PDF 
Library to draw the plant in the leaf shape and the box to create a card. Cut out the 
new leaf and place it on the tree where it belongs.  

• For further challenge, point out to the students that there are other phylums, classes, 
and orders that are not illustrated on the tree. It was designed to show the most 
common and familiar examples. Challenge them to find more phylums for each of the 
kingdoms. Then, challenge them to find more classes for the phylums. How many 
orders of mammals can they find? 

Other ideas: 

• Give a three period lesson on the animals of a branch to learn the names. 
• Organize the leaves of some of the lifeforms in a food pyramid. Organize all of them 

into a food pyramid. 
• Choose leaves of lifeforms that would be found in the same biome, such as the 

ocean. Place them in the order of a food chain. 
• Take a leaf from the tree when it is completed and turn it over when the children have 

their eyes closed. See if they can deduce what life form is on the leaf. Give them clues 
until they guess.  
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